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Finish Strong

It can be easy to want to quit when things get tough in sports and in life. But in those times we 
have the opportunity to team up with Jesus and finish strong.
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Devotional

One of the worst feelings in sports is losing after having a big lead. Most of us have 
been a part of a game in which we got ahead early and then...

Second-Half Strong
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Devotional

In the athletic world, motivation is an often-overlooked ingredient to winning. Games 
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have been won by teams with less ability but with more...

Rewards
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Devotional

Process

Back when I was a track athlete, I was blessed to have great coaches who taught me 
about the need for perseverance and...
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Devotional

As we stood at the starting line for this year's Chicago Marathon, every runner knew that 
the day would be vastly different than other autumn days....

Finish What You Started
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Devotional

Young people today are commonly confused by discipline, seeing it as punishment 
rather than a virtue needed to train effectively. The will or...

The Will
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Devotional

Focusing on the Finish Line

I am a sprinter, both literally and spiritually. When I played sports, I did not have a great 
amount of ability, but I could run… fast. I ran fast...
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Bible Study

OW2P Study - Strong to the Finish (Part 12)

Goal Most memorable classic victories involve a last-second heroic goal, a fourth-
quarter interception at the goal line or a...
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Bible Study

Finish Well - Chapel

Chapel – Finish Well 1 – What does it take to finish well? • To finish well in today’s 
game… • To complete this season as...
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Finishing Well

Wisdom for a Young Head Coach Week 25 II Timothy 4:1-8 Discussion Questions:
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Article

Catherine the Great

It would be hard for any Average Joe to keep his legs from collapsing after enduring 
26.2 miles of leg-pounding, foot-...
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Article

Heart of a Coach: Nate Wolf

Chosen attribute: Perseverance Dictionary definition: "Steady persistence in a course of 
action, a purpose, a state, etc.,...
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Devotional

The Race

Perhaps more than anyone else, we coaches can appreciate the athletic imagery used 
in the Bible. The writer of Hebrews encourages his readers to ...
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Lauren Cheney
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James Laurinaitis
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